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Franck speaks on art and mankind
by Elizabeth Branscomb
Dr. Frederick i- ranck, artist, author,
playwright and official artist for Pope
John's Vatican II Council, was the
guest speaker for the Twenty-sixth
Brown and Haley Lecture series held
March 6,7, and8. He is the first visual
artist to participate in the series. His
experience is not limited to the field
of art; he also holds doctorates in
medicine, dentistry and fine arts.
Franck said he was not speaking to
an audience for "one can only speak
to one person at a time; to one who
responds." he was speaking to each
individual in Heart to Heart Exchange of Feelings. The title of the
series was "The Human Image Reaffirmed." In an age of such ambivalence about the humanities, man
needs affirmation.
His first lecture on Monday night
concerned "Who is Man the Artist?"
"Art is that which to spite all, gives
hope, to spite all affirms what makes
us human, and continues, however
childlike, towards salvation of the
world." the artist is on a pilgrimmage

trying to find his sanctity, a "journey
into one's own dark interior," according to Franck. An artisti strives to
restore pieces to wholeness to overcome the anti-values and consumer
society that the overpowering media
has created to promote passive absorption and train us not to see,but
only to look. Individuals can onlly
be reached by art through deconditioning so they can identify reality
and return to community and
wholeness.
Franck's art is experiential," all
that is valid for me is valid for you,"
says Franck. "We are leaves on the
river of life, ready to tumble over the
waterfall sooner or later."
As for his artistic works, Franck
claims that most are stored in
museum basements. He complains
that our society has made art a hobby, flattering ourselves into being a
nation of artists, but one must be
committed to a craft and a discipline
to be artistic. Every artist must lose
his ego to succeed for one needs a
childlike vision with deeper
awareness.

Langbauer named
as Regester lecturer
Dr.
Del Langbauer, associate
professor of philosophy and religion
at the University of Puget Sound, will
discuss "Nature and the Poet Priest:
A Buddhist Tradition," when he
delivers the 14th annual John D.
Regester Lecture Monday, March 13,
at 8 p.m. in the UPS Kilworth
Memorial Chapel.
Long interested in the way certain
aspects of nature function as
religious symbols in some eastern
religions, Langbauer believes these
symbols may have implications for
today's western environmentalists.
In his lecture, he will trace the
historical development of nature as a
symbol in the Taoist and Buddhist
traditions of East Asia.
A member of the UPS faculty since
1970, Langbauer received his B.A.
degree from Duke University in
Durham, N.C. He went on to earn his
M.A. and Ph.D degrees in comparative philosophy and the history

of religion from Claremont Graduate
School in Claremont, California.
He also studied at L'Institut
Catholique de Paris, the World
Council of Churches Center for the
Study of Japanese Religions in
Kyoto, Japan, and the Center for
Japanese and Korean Studies at the
University of California at Berkeley.
He has published articles in such
periodicals as The Journal of the
Blaisdell Institute. The Easter Buddhist and Process Studies. He is affiliated with the American Academy
of Religion and the American
Philosophic Association.
Established in 1965, the Regester
Lecture Series honors members of the
UPS faculty who represent the
qualities of scholarship and intellectual integrity associated with Dr.
Regester, a former UPS dean.
The event is free and open to the
public .

After the lecture, Franck showed
slides of Pacem in Terras which he
reconsturted from an old mill by his
home. All different religions such as
Islamic, buddism„ and Christianity,
conduct services there. The roof is
constructed to look like a dove in
flight from any angle. Outside the
mill are iron hands, one symbolizing
man's injustice to his fellow man, and
one symbolizing redemption.
On Tuesday afternoon, Franck and
his wife, Claske, presented his new
play Everyone which is derived from
the medievil play Everyman. It was
the autobiography of an artist: "An
artist must be like a lark, singing his
theme song in all tones and at all
altitudes."
The second lecture was "Sea of
Change: An Emerging of the
Human." Franch quoted Angelius
Celisius, a 17th Century Zen poet
who is the bridge between Eastern
and Western philosophy. Franck
sees habitual overevaluation of
human consciousness instead of understanding with the heart; God is
within each of us. Man must strive to
uncover the meaning of the following
saying by Thomas Morton, "One in
All, All in One, One in One and All in
All." All different religious doctrines
are really the same one which
depends on self.
Prins
inEmeritus
Professor
troduced Franck for the final time
and said the most profound quote he
had from Franck's writing on Schweitzer, "Man has no plural." Each
man is himself. Dr. Franck's last
presentation Wednesday night was
the reading of his play Inquest on a
Crucification ' which was read by

Franckis wife and his son, Lucas.
The play is a projection of man's guil
and a meditation on birth, death, and
transfiguration and must be interpreted with one's heart. The players
are the ghosts of Pontius Pilot, the
Wandering jew (Lazarus), the Virgin
mary, God and the dove of the Holy
Spirit. The play makes the listener

realize that "Reality is the core of
illusion and illusion is the mantle of
reality." Once Christ is awakened, He
is always present in us Every individual in the final analysis is
nameless for we each are Everyman
and Everyone.

DR. FREDERICK FRANCK, artist, author, and playwright, reading his play
Inquest on a Crucification the third lecture in the annual Brown and Haley
series.

Field house project runs over bid
The UPS Board of Trustees recently learned that the contractors bid
for the renovation of the fieldhouse
is 65 percent over the original
estimate, and has given the architect
two weeks to study possible alternatives.
The finance committee was
preparing to make it's recommendation to the executive committee
when the fieldhouse architect, Krona
Ziegler and Assoc. announced that

bid
for
the
the
contractor's
fieldhouse and other smaller projects
amounted to almost $1.5 million instead of the original $956,000 appraisal.
The tennis pavillion, now under
construction, will cost $575,000,
about $168,000 more than expected.
Although virtually full funding was
available for both projects at a cost
of $1.4 million, according to Burt
Wallace, UPS PR vice president,
"When it gets up to two million
dollars, then we're in trouble".
Wallace listed four alternatives for
which the architect is now making

cost projections. One choice is to
put the contract out for competitive
bidding, in hopes of obtaining a
lower bid. Another possibility is to
cut something out of the plans. "for
example" cited Wallace "If the
present lighting was not replaced it
could perhaps save thousands of
dollars". The remaining alternatives
are; leaving the fieldhouse as it is and
building an addition creating more
floor space, or calling for complete
new plans.
When asked about the unexpected
high costs, Krona Ziegler and Assoc.
refused to comment

They're off and running

Pictured above is the Miami-bound UPS College Bowl Team showing their trophy to Dr. Phibbs after winning the
Regional Tourney at PLU. The team, in its first three months of existence under sponsorship by ASUPS Student Activities,
managed to unseat the more established programs in deafting PLU, Oregon State and Clackamas Community College.
Team members include Arvid Breiks, Kevin,Smyth, Dave Anderson, Holly Ferrel, Stephanie Kevitz, and Dave Fisher.

They're the Northwest Champions,
regionals behind them now, and are
in the running for the crowning
touch. The UPS College Bowl team is
headed for Miami and national competition, May 10-17.
"There were ten schools actually
signed up," Kevin Smythe, a team
member, noted about regionals, "but
only three could afford to send their
teams. But we did beat PLU, again,
...Oregon State ... and finally
Clackamas Community College."
How does one prepare for such a
competition? "To get ready for
regionals," Smythe stated, "we did a
couple of things. Our coach, who is
Terry Coonet, had a home Jeopardy Game (from the TV game show)
and we used that. It was surprisingly
helpful. There were questions taken
right out of the Jeopardy questions at
regionals. We also had some left
over questions from the school tournament that we used It was all,

generally, just to get us in the habit of
getting our mind sharp.
"Now for nationals," Smythe continued, "its going to be a lot different.
I think we're going to have week long
tutorials of some kind." He said that
several UPS professors from several
departments have volunteered their
time. "We even went to the
education department to see what
the best way to study for this would
be," he added.
The six people who, around Spring
Break, will begin training for the
College Bowl Nationals are starters
Kevin Smythe, Holly Ferrol', Arvids
Breiks and Dave Anderson, along
with first alternate Stephanie Kurtz
and second alternate Dave Fisher
The grand prize to shoot for at
Miami is $75,000 in scholarship
money parceled out among the top
winning teams. When asked for any
last, definitive statement, Smythe
simply said, "we hope to win "
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**** Jackson, Burns, and Cummings elected ****
By Kendall Zellmer

Amid a dazzle of cheers and clapping, Scott Jackson, Scott
Burns and Tom Cummings were announced as the ASUPS
executive officers for '78-79.
Smiling non-stop, Scott Jackson started off his presidential term with a lot of thanks, a lively promise of good things
to come and a conciliatory remark to his campaign opponent,
Terry Titmus.
"I'm really excited about it," Jackson stated enthusiastically, "I'm ready to do the job." He went on to say
about the high election turn out, " I feel that people really
cared, down underneath, not just superficially. I'm really glad
about the turn out "
Tom Cummings, ASUPS' new Business V-President, asked
"what can I say?" adding, "I'm really happy...I plan to have
the best year ever." As so many, he praised the high voter turn
out, "people care more than ever."
Scott Burns, write-in candidate and executive V-P winner,
simply had, "no quote." "Ask me later," he continued, a bit
overcome by it all.
In addition to the top, three spots, the election filled eight
seats in the Student Senate Elizabeth McAnulty and Ed Gibson were elected to six month terms, Lori Larcom being appointed to fill Scott Burns vacated one. Myran Secretario,
Chris Ellis, Curt Spillers, Betty Andrews and Jeff Koontz take
up year long positions on the Senate. Of the 1103 vote cast,
record breaking in itself, Jeff Koontz took 920, an amazing
85%.

Election results:
President

Scott Jackson
Terry Titmus

757
294

A SOLEMN SCOTT JACKSON is sworn in as ASUPS president by 1977-78 president Fred Grimm in the SUB, March 8

Executive Vice President

343 Tenure causes anxious moments

Scott Burns (Write in)
Ken Mogseth
Ken Van Buren

169

Business Vice President

Tom Cummings
Carol Guynes

565
449

Senate

jetf Koontz
Betty Andrews
Curt Spillers
Chris Ellis
Myrna Secretario
Elisabeth McAnulty
Ed Gibson
Lori Larcom
Alan Harvey
Sheleen Dunn
Ion Turvey
Wendy Pennell

920
557
537
502
495

(6 month) 466
(6 month) 419
(6 month) 359
316
306
306
194
TOTAL VOTES-1103

Bye, bye Fred...

I red Grimm, outgoing ASUPS president.

by Elizabeth Branscomb
The tenure system is often a source
of anxiety, especially during those,
months when candidates are
reviewed.
Four faculty members,
John Knutsen, Keith Maxwell,
Richard Hodges and Steve Morelan,
were granted tenure this year. Two,
Richard Scheig and Paul Anton, were
denied. The decisions for two others,
Mitchell Bloom and Robert Waldo,
are still pending.
Dean Davis, Advancement Committee chairman, feels that tenure is
useful because a better system has
yet to be devised. Davis explained
that during their third year, faculty
members are reviewed by their
students, their department, the Advancement Committee, and the
President. The results, written and
oral, include suggestions on
improving weaknesses and maintaining strengths for the instructor.
In their sixth year, faculty members
become candidates for tenure. If
they fail to receive tenure, they are
given a one year contract, after
which they must leave the university.
The criteria are workable, according
to Davis, and cannot be more
specific because they would become
a check list by which weaknesses
could be avoided. The decision, explained Davis, is often traumatic,
painful, and agonizing for the committee to make and for the candidate
to accept.
Robert Waldo, Business and Public
Administration department chairman, is unhappy with his present
situation of limbo. He feels that the
system is basically oppressing for
faculty members and does not serve
the purpose of insuring academic excellence. Tenure, complained
Waldo, locks teachers into their
positions. A decision will be made on
Waldo's tenure after more student
evaluations have been received in
the latter part of April.

Mitchell Bloom is uneasy because
he needs to plan his future which is
nearly impossible to do until the
decision is made. A conflict has
developed in his student evaluation.
Two years ago when he first arrived,
his student evaluations were poor. In
the last year and a half, however,
student evaluations of him have
drastically improved. Bloom thinks
student evaluations are an excellent
method of feedback for teachers. He
said that, "the students are teaching
me to be a better teacher." His complaint is that the process is secretive.
The teacher is never sure of his standing during the tenure review.
Paul Anton was completely surprised by his tenure denial. Anton
feels that the idea is good but the
mechanistic procedure is detrimental
to the teacher. The instructor is hurt
because the tenure criteria are too
general and because he is not included in the procedure. "Tenure is
an archaic, punitive system and is not
suitable for modern academic institutions because it tends to limit
opportunity for the kinds of input
everyone should be able to give." He
favors a long term contract which
would force teachers to keep
dynamic teaching standards instead

has four opportunities in the teaching
profession and in industry that he can
pursue when he leaves UPS.
the
Scheig believes
Richard
"original purpose was for potential
academic freedom which leads to
academic excellence." With tenure a
teacher should be able to develop
and exchange ideas without fear of
retribution. He also believes, though,
that the process is too secretive.
Leroy Annis, English department
professor, is in favor of the system.
He feels that he would have been
"thrown out of UPS" if he had not
had tenure because of his "controversial political and social
opinions."
Esther Wagner, another tenured
English professor, said that she is still
unsure of the tenure system even after 60 years of teaching. She feels it
can do great damage to young
colleagues who do not have a chance
to prove themselves. It is too "up or
down" and the system is much too
sudden, not allowing a fair conclusion, said Wagner. She is in favor
of a three year contract so the department would not become clogged
with stale faculty. "Tenure is very
nice for us oldies, but bad for
younger people."

of becomme stale Anton presently

Bog Rejuvenated
by Matt Mercer
An anonymous donor has given
$25,000 to rejuvenate Baker's "Bog"
Field. Dr. Philip Phibbs, UPS
president, had expressed concern
over the sagging field that was
becoming like quicksand, and
unusable for the football team.
A man approached Burt Wallace,
UPS Public Relations vicepresident, during the UPS fund
raising dinner and said that he

would donate the money under two
conditions: First, that he be allowed
to remain anonymous, and second,
that the work on Baker's Field would
start the next day Phibbs agreed and
the following day, work began.
The plans are to dig down four feet,
and take everything out, replacing it
with sand and gravel. Plastic pipt
with holes will be put on top of the
sand and gravel, with topsoil on top
of that
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To save money

Students organize food cooperative
by Bert Hintz
Ever try to set up a food cooperative?
For once, the lowly and seemingly
forgotten off-campus student is getting a helping hand, and, hard to
believe, it's even from an on-campus
resident.
The question is, will the offcampus students respond?
"It's a challenge to set up a food
cooperative, but it's even more of a
challenge to reach the typical offcampus student with a program like
this," said Kathy Goebel, who was a
member of the Student Resources
Committee. The committee's
questioning of the student body indicated that there was support for the
idea of a student organization to get
food for less money, so Goebel
decided that she would "take the ball
and run with it," and try to make a
good co-op a reality.
"Even though it could benefit them
quite a bit," stated Goebel, a 20 year
old education major from Aberdeen,
"off-campus students are very
protective of their time. It's not so
much that they don't want to get involved, but that they really value
their privacy. We tried to call a
number of them and the reaction we
got was, 'well, I moved off-campus
so that I wouldn't have to be
bothered. —
Nevertheless, Goebel has been
able to get a group of about 25
people interested in helping form the
co-op, which would allow people to
buy much of their food for a lot less
money.
The idea is for a group to purchase
their food once or twice a month
through the central buying unit,
which buys directly from the

distributor.
instead of paying the
Piggly Wiggly to run their airconditioning, cash registers, and
people with your hard-earned bucks,
you order it yourself, and get it in a
bulk order.
The concept is being used by hundreds of different groups all over the
country, and, when run correctly,
they can become very successful.
Right now Goebel, who helps
teach handicapped kids how to swim
two nights a week, on top of her
duties as Co-op chairman and
Resource Committee member, hopes
to bring together a group of people
who would help run the program, as
well as buy food through it.
"What we want to do is have a
space that we can use every once in a
while, like the Kilworth Lhapei
basement, where we could bring the
food, and break it down into smaller
quantities," said the wispy blonde
Goebel.
'Our 'members' would also be the
ones who would trade off the responsibility of taking orders, calling them
in, picking them up and separating
them into what each person wanted.
Right now, we could use some people
who might have had some experience
in food co-ops, or just want to help
out. It's a job to get this thing set up
without a lot of knowledge of the internal workings."
Goebel has been sending out letters to prospective suppliers, and to
past and present food cooperative
operators. Several have been quite
nice in sending price lists, as well as
some helpful advice of what to do
and what not to do.
"The people tell me that to be successful we are going to have to split
up the work tasks among the dif-

ferent members, so that everyone has

Great Hall," said Goebel.

ticipate any problems there, but she

an assigned responsibility. Also that
we have to keep accurate accounting
records for the various government
agencies, and that we shoudn't limit
our options as to what kind of merchandise we'll handle, or what kind
of people we attract. Conceivably,
on-campus as well as off-campus
people could buy through us. I know
from experience that the people in
Todd Hall, at least, have been known
to eat a few foodstuffs outside of the

"Most of all, though," said Goebel,
"the other operators of co-ops tell me
not to get discouraged when
something occaisionally goes wrong,
and I know that's true in any set-up
like ours."
Goebel is trying to satisfy some
city and state regulations which
require the co-op to register as a
business for tax purposes, and pay
the city $1.50 for every $1000 of
business it does. She doesn't an-

does wonder how she can get more of
UPS' lackadaisical off-campus
students into the co-op organization.
"It seems to me that more students
should be willing to save some
money on their grocery bills," sighed
Goebel, "even if it means that they
might have to spend a couple hours
of their time to do it."
The co-op committee meets at 5
p.m. Wednesdays in the SUB lounge.

Search for nominees begins
by Tae Raspperry
The time of year has arrived for the
University to begin its search for
nominees for the annual honorary
degree awards. Vice President
Lloyd Stuckey is encouraging
nominations from everyone eligible
to participate in the process.
Nominations are encouraged and will
be accepted from students, faculty,
administration, alumni and the Board
of Trustees.
As a guideline for nominations, the
University is searching for citizens
whose accomplishments clearly
merit extraordinary honor with
reference to the aims of the University. The stated aims of UPS are that
"people will grow in knowledge and
in ability to think, create and com-

municate ... they will be inspired to
use their talents in a constructive
manner. To this end, the University is
dedicated to the promotion of learning, good government and the
Christian religion."
Candidates for the honorary
degree are generally of two types,
people of notable academic
reputation and people whose contribution to the general public
welfare is outstanding in one of the
main areas of public life such as
business, government, labor,
education, the arts or religion.
On March 28 and 29 a committee
of nine, two faculty, two trustees,
two students, two alums and the
Dean of UPS will meet to review the
nominations and make recommen-

tell me
when was the
last time you were
really satisfied
with the way your
hair was cut? If
you can't remember,
come on over to

UPS student awarded
Fulbright-Hays Scholarship
Ellen Danes, a UPS senior, has just
been awarded a Fulbright-Hays
scholarship for the 1978-79 academic
year Danes, who is majoring in
German, will spend the year at the
University of Vienna where she also
took her junior year. In addition to
her work in German, Danes has
studied Creek, Latin, Czech, French,
Spanish, and Russian.
She will enroll in the department
of German studies (linguistics and
literature) and will write her PhD
thesis under professor Wiesinger,
who is an expert on the history of the
German language. She is fascinated
by relative clauses and would like to
do a study of relative clauses in German and English to unlock the
mystery of why the Germans so
Pe light in stacking up all their verbs
he most peculiar fashion.
first
application
was
k—cs
sch:ened by a UPS faculty committee
i,nd forwarded to the Institute of Innational Education, New York, for
Cher action. As part of the interw , she was expected to be fluent in
he language of the host country and
eacl to show her facility by being inviewed in German.
From the national competition,
Dane's application was sent to the
Binational Commission in Austria
and to the Board of Foreign Scholarships for further review. The final
selection was made overseas, subject
to the approval of the board, a
twelve member body from academic,
cultural, and public life appointed by
the President of the US. Only sixteen

awards from Austria were expected
for the 1978-79 academic year.
The purpose of the grant is to give
US students the opportunity to study
and to live in a foreign country for
one academic year. This exchange is
hoped to increase mutual understanding between people of other countries and the US through the sharing
of persons, knowledge, and skills.
Support from other countries has
been equally strong with contributions in 1977 totaling
$3,600,000.
Approximately 550 awards to 50
countries were available this year.
Selection is based on the academic
or professional record of the applicant,the validity and feasibility of
the proposed study plan, the applicant's language preparation, and
personal qualifications. Preference is
usually given to candidates who have
not had prior opportunity for extended study or residence abroad.
Commpetition for the 1979-80
academic year opens on May 1, and
must be completed by early fall. The
university must forward applications
to the Institute of International
Education by November 1. Applicants
must be US citizens and hold a BA
degree or equivilant by the beginning
of the grant. In the creative and performing arts, four years of
professional study or experience
meet the eligibility requirement. Further information may be obtained
from Dr. Darrell Reeck, Music 309, or
Dot Rhodes, Jones 112.

dations. This committee of nine shall
submit their selections to the faculty
senate who review and filter the
remaining candidates to the
President for final review and
evaluation. Ultimately the decision
culminates with an election by the
Board of Trustees.
The number of honorary degrees
awarded in one year does not exceed
four. The individual, or individuals
receiving the honorary degree speak
at UPS commencement in May or
summer, or at the UPS Law School.
Last year awards went to Thomas L.
McCall, Doctor of Public Affairs,
Hazel Heckman, Doctor of Letters
and Richard P. Wollenberg, Doctor
of Public Affairs.
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PRECISION HAIRCUT 1 Ei-3S

the newest hair
cutting establishment
for men and women
we're going to change the
way you get your hair cut
510 TACOMA MALL
(North Entrance, Next to Bon Marche)

TACOMA 474-7003
GRAND
tr2
OPENING 44
SPECIAL
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REGULAR $12.50 VALUE
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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Ask Bev

Get high this summer

Financial Aid
Questions/Answers
What is the average amount of financial aid students receive?
For 711 families of dependent students who fell within the $10,000 to
$34,999 income range, 658 were eligible applicants. The average total aid
received by each applicant was $2,490 The total aid received includes the institutional, federal and state assistance programs. Dependent students who
received "no-need" institutional awards and whose parents did not complete
financial statements are not included, nor are independent students included.

What do you do if you think your aid package is not enoughlunfair?
We will attempt to be sensitive to the individual student and their family's
financial circumstances however, students and/or parents are encouraged to
contact the financial aid office if they have questions or concerns about their
financial aid package. Students and/or parents may wish to appeal a financial
aid decision for many reasons For example, 1) They may have received insufficient funding to attend school; 2) the type of aid (loan, grant, work) may
have changed compared to previous years; 3) the family financial status may
have changed since the original application was completed. For instance, the
student my not have actually earned sufficient funds during the summer to
save $500 to $700, the normal range of summer savings expected of dependent
studonk
After you receive the "Notification of Financial Assistance" and you wish to
appeal, take the following steps;
Review all financial aid materials, check for errors, increases or decreases
in family income and their causes.
List your family's financial circumstances and any significant or anticipated changes.
Be able to document well all changes with letters, wage statements,
medical bills, etc.
Contact the Financial Aid Off ice and ask to have your materials reviewed
by a counselor.
If you feel your case has not been fairly treated by the counselor it may
be brought before the Financial Aid Committee.

Should a student file for assistance even if helshe thinks helshe is ineligible?
Yes. Financial aid is intended to help provide post-secondary education to
students who can benefit from such assistance. Most financial aid programs
including those administered by UPS, have been established to help families
meet students' educational cost when such help is needed. There are no
automatic income cut-offs, thus you will eliminate yourself from consideration by not applying.
What are the total expense allowances for an independent student for 12 months?
The Financial Aid Office plans to normally use the following 12 month
budget during 1978-79 for single independent students.

$3450
50
200

Tuition
Student Government Fee
Books and Supplies
Room and Board
Personal/Medical
Transportation

$2345
880
440

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES

$7365

Editors Note: This is the first of a series of weekly columns written by Beverly

Williams,a UPS Financial Aid Counselor. Any questions pertaining to financial
aid will gladly be answered and should be submitted to the TRAIL Office, SUB
\214, or to the Financial Aids Office.

You stand braced against the
granite edge of the mountain top,
hung perilously between heaven and
earth. The wind ripple through your
clothing, and far below the tree tops
sway. A heady mixture of fear and
exhilaration tingles through your
body.
You lean into the ropes, and,
moving your feet cautiously over the
rock, back off the cliff edge into the
sky. In a moment you find youself
facing the sheer rock of the cliff, and
with a rush of elation, you glide down
the ropes earthward
This is one of the many experiences provided by the Adirondack Institute in their summer mountain
journeys. Located at Skidmore
College in Saratoga Springs, New
York, the Instittue uses the Colorado
Rockies, the Adirondack mountains,
and the wilds of northern Ontario as
departure points from the conventional in education by offering threecredit hour literature courses where
all instruction takes place outdoors.
Participants compete their reading
on their own before gathering at the
field sites for ten days of field instruction -- which in the mountain
courses includes rock climbing, rappeling, and river fording.
The program has been so successful over the past five years that it
has attracted students from over 100
colleges in 25 states. The credit earned in the Institute is usually transferable back to the student's home
institution.
Fairbanks,
Johathan
Professor
creator and director of the Adirondack Institute, explains that "the
program is intended to be a variaton
on the traditional academic courses,
and is meant to supplement, not
replace them."
What is different about the Institute's summer courses? "Most
literature courses taught in the
classroom are essentially an intellectual exercise," Fairbanks explains.
"This program takes literature and
tests it against experience."
With excitement he recalls last
summer hearing a pack of coyotes
yelping along a mountain ridge directly above the group's camp. All of

Yearbook space available
Ever thought that you were never
accorded the prop& amount of space
in a yearbook? -Or that you might
like the idea of publishing a picture,
or a story, or some poetry in a hardbacked book with a guaranteed
4000-5000 readers, that most people
wiN eep . for 40 or 50 years?
F., tile first time the Tamanawas is
offering UPS students the chance to
buy a page (or a part of a page) in the
UPS yearbook

I amanawas 1978 editor Albert
Hintz announced that the yearbook
has a few pages which they will let
students do what they want with as
long as it is not a commercial advertisement and as long as Hintz does
not think that it's too awful for
publication outside of restrooms.
"It really will be a once in a
lifetime opportunity for most people,
to actually have something that they
want printed, with very little editing,
and in a publication like a yearbook,
_which isn't ever going to be thrown
away, "enthused Hintz.
"People can buy a page by themselves, or get together with some
bizarre group and do it. Our only
problem is that the page has to be

sent by Sunday night at 8 p.m. so
there isn't much time to put it
together, but people are welcome to
use whatever resources the
Tamanawas has to do it," said Hintz.
"I would really like to see some interesting different and creative pages
come out of this. Our book can use
some outside input sometimes, and
this is a good time for it."
The cost of the page is $70 ($35) for
a half page) and that will give a
student an 81/2 x11 inch space (931/2
square inches) to play with To set up
the details, contact the yearbook
office, room 11 of the SUB, or Albert
Hintz, x3280 or x4632. Deadline is
Sunday, March 12.

What is endowment?
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What is endowment?
Endowment is money donated to a
school, usually for a special purpose,
such as scholarships, faculty salaries,
or library materials. Endowment,
though, which can be used at the
university's discretion is 'unrestricted'
endowment, as opposed to 'restricted'
endowment which can only be used
for what it is designated for
The endowment itself is not spent
but invested. It is the income from
these investments which is spent.

.

.

Bert Wallace, UPS public relations
vice-president, explained that the
schools with the most endowment
usually charge the most tuition. Since a highly endowed school has
money to improve academic
programs tuition is raised, justified
on what is considered to be top
academic programs. Harvard
University, Wallaca pointed out, is
one good example of a school with
large endowment, excellent
academic programs and high tuition.

the students were spellbound as they
lay in their sleeping bags listening to
the wild sounds of coyotes running in
the moonlight.
A former Outward Bound instructor in Colorado and in England, Fairbanks' wilderness experience ranges
from climbing in the New Zealand
Alps to canoeing white water in the
United States and Canada. He began
his university teaching career in New
Zealand and taught English for seven
years at the State University of New
York before establishing the Adirondack Institute at Skidmore.
The Adirondack course includes
writings by Hemingway, Faulkner,
London, and Frost, while titles such
as "Tough Trip Through Paradise,"

"The Big Sky," and "The Comanches"
sprinkle the Colorado reading list.
The Canadian course emphasizes exploration literature.
The groups are co-ed and are comprised of 12 students and two instructors. Dr. Anne LaBastille, noted
Adirondack guide and author of
Woodswoman, is among the instructors who assist Fairbanks in the
field.
The program is open to all undergraduates and other interested
adults, and welcomes non-credit applicants as well as those seeking
credit. Further information can be
obtained by writing Adirondack Institute, Dana Hall, Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866

HIGHER AND HIGHER- A lone climber glides himself along the steep
rock face of a mountain-something you can experience too with the
Adirondack Institute.

Get it where it's at!
by Nolan Fong
The yellow dress flowed over her body like gold, showing the shape of her
breasts and thighs.
He walked over nonchalantly and leaning aginst the counter, said,"What's a
nice girl like you doing in a place like this?"
"You really don't want to know.. do you?"
"Sure I do...try me."
"Well I guess the best place to start is the beginning. This booth was set up
at the main SUB entrance to provide students with information about activities on and off campus. It is a nutshell for everything that you would like
to know about games, movies, lectures, seminars, and fieldhouse activities.
Tourist and travel information, as well as bus and train schedules are available
for students on the go."
"If you've got the munchies, then this is the place for you We've got
everything from cool, refreshing mints, to sinfully rich chocolate bars. If you
want to bitch about something, write it out on our famous yellow tickets and
we'll be sure to get the message across."
"We validate ASUPS cards, sell concert and recital tickets, take care of the
Tattler, and keep you up on what's going on at the Cellar X and Showcase. If
you're into arts and crafts and would like to sell your products. come on in and
we'll set up a display for you University catalogues and pamphlets, the daily
Tattler, and CROSSCURRENTS can be picked up at the information booth."
"This is pretty hot stuff you're doing."
"Yes, it's exciting."
"When are you off?"
"Oh, I don't know. We're open 8 to 8 p.m. Monday-Friday and 12 to 5 p.m.
on Saturdays. I'll have to think about it."
"That's too bad. I'd like to get in touch with you. How about leaving me a
number?"
"Sure. The information booth's number is x3419."
"Thanks."
"Hey, wh" don't you come over more often and find out what's on."
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TRAIL Editorial
Now that it's over
It was indeed an interesting campaign, one fortunately
marked by light as well as serious moments: allusions made to
bow tied fascists with insidious henchmen provided a balance, a needed comical relief from the rather painful self scrutiny,
from the assertions questioning the success of student government's present structure.
Now it's over. The campaign is finished. Those too familiar
campaign posters—like the candidates, first crisp but now
haggard—are slowly disappearing. And those dark areas beneath
candidates' eyes, the lines etched by insufficient sleep, are
slowly fading.
Stained though by a little mudslinging and tainted by a few
ripped posters, the campaign could have been better. But it's
too easy now to write with an admonishing pen, too easy to offer the wisdom of hindsight—so we won't. Instead let's look at
what remains. We are left with the campaign's winners and
losers, two groups, those elected and those not, those who
made it and those who didn't.
To the winners then, to those elected, we offer this: Good
luck. For you may discover that the job is more arduous than
the campaign, that the position is more demanding than the
election.
It's not as easy to find something to say to the campaign's
losers, to those whose names were not circled often enough on
the ballots. We could say something like, 'Elections don't
always select the best person'. But that would be silly. There is
really no way to know that. The only consoling words that we
will offer are these: While everyone soon forgets the losers,
everyone will eventually forget the winners. In fifty years, who
is going to care? Perhaps then the only thing that really matters,
what really counts in the long run, is self respect. If that was
evident then the term 'loser' is certainly a misnomer.
Jim Duggan

Same old run-around
This was to be an article relating to financial aid here at UPS.
Confused over why I am ineligible for a certain type of financial aid, I decided to do some research, for my own benefit and
for a possible article which could perhaps help other people
with similar problems. In doing this research, however, I hit
upon something else I felt deserved some attention.
I did not receive satisfactory answers to my questions when I
inquired at the financial aids office, so I made an appointment
with the Director of Financial Aids. No more tooling around, I
went straight to the top. After an hour conference with Steve
Thornhill, Director of Financial Aids, I left very impressed with
the genuine concern and personal attention I received. No better off financially, but very impressed!
At this point I changed my mind and instead of writing about
financial aid I thought an editorial on the administration and
staff here at UPS was in order. After all, from the day I walked
into the admissions office I have encountered administrators,
faculty and staff that have treated me as an individual, not as
an enrollment statistic. These people have always been willing
and enthusiastic to sit down and discuss anything I had on my
mind.
But before I had a chance to finish an editorial praising the
administration, I encoutered a very distressing thing called a
run-a-round. Webster defines this as a 'deception in the form of
evasive excuses.'
I was trying to gather some information about the fieldhouse
from Lloyd Stuckey, Vice President of the University. I was in
and out of his office for a week and a half and in that time was
not even able to make an appointment to see him. Finally I was
referred to someone else. I refuse to pass judgement on
someone I have never seen or talked to, but either he didn't
want to talk to me, or he is extremely overworked.
Because of this unfortunate incident I was forced to throw
away a very good editorial. I guess I should have stuck with the
article on financial aid.
Dave Grenier

Awaken to the joy of Easter Morning
by David Foote
It was a very big surprise for me to turn my calendar to
March and realize that Spring Break was only three weeks
away, a cause for much celebration. At the same time
though, it made me realize how soon Holy Week and the
day of Easter will be upon us. This too is a time for
celebration, and also a time for reflection upon the event
which Easter represents.
That event was the Resurrection of Jesus Christ from the
of the Resurrection, the story of Jesus christ_becgan to be
Christ had not risen from the dead and appeared to his
disciples, Christianity would still be a small band of men
hiding from the Jewish authorities (John 20:19). Because
of the ressurrection, the story of Jesus Christ began to be
told.Peter turned from a man who could not confess his
Lord to a servant girl, to bold speaker who told the
Jewish Sanhedrian that Jesus was Lord (Acts 4:8-12).
Stephen (Acts 7) and others were willing to die because
they knew the Jesus they proclaimed was alive. These
men were not afraid of their message because they had
seen the risen Jesus Christ.
Courage was not the only thing brought about by the
Resurrection. For the Christians then, as the Christians
today, Resurrection brings great joy. Do you remember
what the two disciples travelling to Emmaus recalled
about their risen Lord who walked with them? "Did not
our hearts burn within us while he talked to us on the
road, while he opened to us the scriptures? (Luke 24:32)"
The word of Christ's resurrection soread quickly, one
can almost feel the excitement as Mary Magdalene comes
to the disciples and says, "I have seen the Lord" (John

20:18). It was a time of relief, joy, and excitement. No
longer did his followers mourn for the death of Jesus, they
rejoiced that Jesus was still with them, as he is with us
today.
However, when Christ rose from the dead, it meant
more than happy people. It meant that Christ had shown
God's power in him that overcame death. His radical
claims to be the Son of God, and the only mediator between God and man (John 14:6), were now supported by
this ultimate display of his authority and power. When
challenged by Christ to touch the holes in his flesh,
"Thomas answered him, 'My Lord and my God!' " (John
20:28).
We must recognize that we are not dealing with just a
good and moral teacher, but with the Son of God who
has been given authority from God and displayed it in the resurrection.
How then do we celebrate Easter so as to bring to it the
honor which is due? If you are a Christian, then you and I
both need to remember that our Lord is alive today. We
should rejoice and praise God that our faith is based on a
historical event that will always remind us of our living
Lord. If you are not a Christian, then please consider what
it means that Jesus rose from the dead, that he showed
God's authority in his resurrection. I cannot fully explain in
this article what Jesus requires of you, but read it for
yourself in the gospels of the Bible, ask a Christian friend
what Jesus requires. In considering Christ and his resurrection seriously you can bring honor to Easter.
May each one of us remember that we can rejoice at
Easter because Jesus Christ is risen from the dead.

McNeil Island inmate expresses
pent-up feelings
The Thundering Wind
In this man made hell behind these
bars of bondage, every prison has its
code of ethics. For life dictates,
"Whosoever stays in prison a considerable amount of time, will come
out of prison either an ill-tempered or
an insensitive person."
On McNeil Island approximately
two and a half miles from shore, in
the State of Washington, lies the
United States penitentiary. In
Washington d.c., where everything is
whispered, rules and regulations are
handed down on how all federal institutions are to be governed. Since
my imprisonment I have learned how
to bear the unbearable. The prison
walls are painted yellow and green -this has a psychological effect that
makes me gloomy. The eldritch
clang of confinement doors and the
colossal gun towers that overshadow
me. In addition, our of this multitude
of misery in this house of fury, prison
has stifled my creativity and the loss
of individuality from the clothing I'm
accustomed to wearing. This prevails
a violent struggle against the typical
harm and a harm that is difficult to
avoid, were like researched monkeys
of a product, and the sentence that
are imposed upon the alledged is an
assassin! Whereas all distress will
triumph and the only privacy is
walking around in the yard.
Insofar as laws are concern its not
called justice anymore — its called
just us. For they can't ever honor the
laws when the wrong has been understated. Don't you know, if they really
went by the laws the vast majority of
the people in jail wouldn't be here.
Therefore laws have become the
reality of a proclaimed justice but in
actuality justice is denied!
In this home of the brave and land
of the free, I'm fighting an alteration
of my court transcript. I can show
you where they've been altering legal
documents since nineteen hundred

and fitty three.
I take the title and put it into its
right context, and I say if given the
chance, they all will alter lawful action.
I know you'll find this
statement untrue because we the
people need laws for the people to
protect the innocent from the people.
However, - . anytime a man who practices law only when he want
something and utilizes his position to
tell me, "Your request is denied or
Dear Mr. Johnson unfortunately ••,"
whereas laws that have been passed
he doesn't abide by and then treat me
like a beast of labor is an evil man!
I'd like for you to understand that in
this degradation I must prosper. But
anytime this happens to me or
anyone this means you as American
citizen. In conclusion on how the
keys jingle: Before I came there were
many and after I'm gone there will be
others, justice denied and for we
people theres many prison.
John Johnson #39826
Box 1000
Steilacoom, Washington 98388

The Other Me
Your affections are received with the
utmost appreciation, the feelings
felt within yourself are often
plucking in my inner being, while
I'm compelled to wonder with
'thoughts of you,
From two you've come with me you'll
be; I don't your sincere affection,
for the eyes of love take only a
second to capture and enslave its
victim,
So much do I care, I say to you, love
me not but do appreciate by
existence, for I don't want you
enslaved, only free and clear of
mind to give complete you,
Now to appreciate is to enjoy as understanding is to be concern, these
are gifts, appreciate and concern
will come on a higher scale,
Allow my words to echo in the
hallway of your mind and my heart
to cling to this gladness, for I'm
fascinated by your charm and
enraptured in your love, the end of
a dream is the beginning of reality.
John I ohnson#39826
Box 1000
Steilacoom, Washington 98388
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W h o is Nu mb e r I ?

"I am not a number, I am a Free Man! "
by R. J. Secor
In the next two or three centuries,

The Rise and Fall of Pax Americana
will undoubtedly report that one of
the reasons for the decline of our
present empire could be attributed to
television. I won't repeat the
criticism this medium has received,
however I would like to state that it is
unfair to criticize television for its
various poor quality programs,
without taking notice of presentations that satisfy the entertainment
needs of a large audience and
simultaneously provide a commentary on the current human situation.
The printing press can be similiarly
criticized; this medium has been
abused in a far worse manner than
television. Yet the work of the printer's art has produced many valuable
social commentaries, while putting
out journals of such dubious distincWomens' Wear Daily,
tion as
Boys' Life,People, and Rolling Stone.
The Prisoner is a series which takes
exception to programming oriented
to the intelligence of ten-year olds.
The hero of The Prisoner (Patrick
McGoohan, who also created the
series, served as its executive
producer, and directed and wrote
several of the episodes) is nameless;
he is identified only as Number 6. He
could have been a spy, defector,
nuclear scientist, the President's
analyst, or whatever. All we do know
is that he has recently retired from a

highly confidential job of a most
secret nature, apparently because he
had come to know too much of his
ugly business and was disillusioned
with it As a consequence, He was
drugged and kidnapped, and taken to
"The Village", a camp with an
unknown location, and unidentifiable inhabitants.
The Prisoner is constantly trying to
discover the identity of his captors
and determine whether they are his
own countrymen or agents of a foreign
government. The village residents
also pose a problem—the Prisoner has
no way of ascertaining who is a
potential ally and who is a possible
foe. Is he being trained in indoctrination resistance or is he undergoing an attempt at brainwashing? Or, he could be in the midst
of something even more sinister and
surreal Whoever they are, what they
want from Number 6 is "information," and use all sorts of ploys
and techniques to get it.
Number 6 resists, tries to escape
(in one episode he manages to return
to London) but inevitably ends up
trapped again in his comfortable cottage in The Village. Every episode
ends with the remarkably graphic effect of bars clanging shut over the
face of Number 6. In The Village he is
constantly scrutinized by other
"prisoners" and other technological
devices. Although he is free to enjoy
his leisure, to mingle with the other

prisoners, and to take part in parades,
parties and "appreciation days" in
-honor of the village leader (Number
Two, the colony's Big Brother, is
mysteriously changed with each
episode), he is constantly under surveilance.
The series is premised on the man's
desire to escape, but what has made
the show so maddeningly interesting
for myself is the depiction of The
Village as a utopian paradise. The
setting is metaphorical; an idyllic
castle complex surrounded by fields,
mountains, and the sea. The spirit is
gay and relaxed. No need is left unattended, no concern unanswered. But
behind this facade lurk electronic
bugs and brainwashing gear that
make the mood more nearly Orwellian and this mood is maintained
by a restriction of movement It is
apparent that the series is a metaphor
for the contemporary condition of
humanity. Modern man is a prisoner
of systems he does not understand
but that cater to his physical needs.
Modern man has been reduced to a
number; "I am not a number, I am a
Free Man!", Number 6 shouts, to the
laughter of Number 2. He is unable to
pin down the forces that keep him in
check, that prevent his total freedom
In spite of this he is better provided
for, more "comfortable", than
human beings have ever been
before. In the village, the only need
or consideration left unfulfilled is

human freedom.
At first glance The Prisoner would
appear to be just another 1984 or
Brave New World, I am in partial
agreement with this characterization
What sets it apart from other
similiar discourses is the reality of the
situation. The Village could actually
be in existence, with numbers in
residence. What is more frightening is

apart from other Orwellian sagas; it
makes one think about the current
situation, not just fear what someone
has to say regarding "the shape of
things to come."
The combination of action, suspense, thrills, and mystery with the hidden meaning of its characters, sym bols, and special effects provides a
unique base from which to explore

Patrick McGoohan; also known as Number 6.
its applicability to the "educational
utopia" we are in now (to quote a
senior about to graduate). Are we
free human beings or prisoners? Is
our existence determined for us, or
are we free to make our own choices
that have an affect on our future?
The series reality is what sets it

social and personal issues that cannot be resolved easily or quickly,
while maintaining a sense of popular
entertainment that can attract a
large audience. It can be seen on
Tuesdays at 10 p.m. or Thursdays at 8
p.m. on Channel 9. highly recommend it. "Be seeing you."

Letters
Happy complaint
Dear Editor:

Well it would save the station a lot of
embarassment if ()Is could read and
speak the news without stopping and
stumbling from word to word. I do not
accuse the Dls of any error. I know
it's very hard work.• But in your transition, why didn't you implement a
speaking seminar to train your staff
before instituting this program?
To me it looks like KUPS for spring
'78 has got plenty of new ideas,
strong leadership and direction It's a
damn shame, there is no
organization.
J. Patrick Scofield
•(I was a KUPS DJ spring of '77)

In
regard to Carl Assam's
statement to the TRAIL last week I
wish Carl a happy first complaint. I
admittedly have been against his appointment from the start. In regard
to your feelings about KUPS, I find
discordance in several points.
First, as to the KUPS country club,
elite executives and being backwards
- many I say, for being around currently still less than a year, KUPS has
done a remarkable amount of work.
Why is it you believe that you can
create educational FM like it was
"cup-o-soup"? The prior adDear Editor:
ministrations have worked hard to
My name is Billy G. Roundtree and
accomplish some of your overall
for the time being I am in prison on
goals. You want things today You
McNeil Island, in the state of
want to benefit the community
Washington I am Black, six teet tall,
before you even benefit the UPS
200 pounds, eye brown, I wear a short
student body (WHY?) Today's impornatural, I am 37 years old, born under
tance is just getting the students inthe sign of Leo. I wear a beard, to
terested and involved. And why not,
which I have cut off because they
its their station?
move me to the Island Prison camp. I
Which brings me to my next point
am growing it back because I really
I read that. ene- 44 - KUPS's new
like it My hair is black and my beard
"special interests is jazz, America's
is salt and pepper, I am native of
home grown sound" and that "Jazz is
Chicago, Illinois, but before 1 was
American culture " It's not my
I ocked up I was living in Seattle, and I
culture. You see (as racial as it may
like it enough to make it my home,
sound) my parents were white upper
when I get out of here.
class Catholics and their tastes were
I am writing this letter hoping that
not jazz
In fact I would tend to
your paper will put me in your paper,
believe that's. true for the bulk of our
because, I am in a dismal state of
student body. That is not to
descredit
mind being in prison and having all'l
jazz but don't impress
once knew I mean friends, I don't
your perception of America on a
have a family anymore, my mother
native. Isn't that what third world
and father are dead, I have two
countries say about American insisters, but they don't write, and they
dustries - "impressing our perception."
live to far away and are Door to come
In conclusion I would only like to
from Milwaukee to see me. So if your
state that your transition of KUPS
paper will be so kind as to publish my
from a progressive rock station to a
name stating that I would like to
"international cultures clearinghouse'
correspondence with any young lady,
has lacked the basics of any intelligent
orga nisation) You, - want world 'news
age
t pter,. I ! am Ione
.
read at the top of the hour eachclaytzLiiiiotieperate.needifor..sorpat,fernak fqh-

Wanted. .

der loving care. I have been in prison
for 13 months so if you in your staff
will be so kind as to publish my
request (will resilient myself), your
kindness will be highly appreciated.
Gratefully yours,
Billy Gene Roundtree 19276
P.O. Box 1000
Steilacoom, Washington 98388

Call me
I would like to be the most approachable girl on campus. Approachable ... in the sense that when
your organization or living group
needs publicity for all-campus events, you can come to me.
I have assumed the position of
publicity chairman for student activities. My job involves publicizing
all-campus events and making sure
that the entire campus is well informed.
If you or your organization need
publicity, feel free to call me, Anne
Bremner, at x3367 from 3-5 p.m.
daily. You will be helping your
group's promotions as well as
negating campus "apathy." We can
all make this campus a better place
by keeping others, as well as ourselves
informed.
Anne Bremner

Election thanks
Dear Editor,
The Elections Committee would
like to publicly thank all the people
who kindly assisted in the successful
running of the elections this past
week. Thank you: Darci Shane,
Karen Sugimoto, Susie Worthinton,
Julie Morse, Kathy Campbell, Russ
Hallsted, Nancy Wilkinson, Elizabeth
Krakawer, Jean Coppers, Gretchen
Asher, Bonnie Kelsey, Ken Avery,
Lynda Barker, Donna Armer, Steve
Kern, Robin Giester, Wanda Roe,

Cindy London, Sarah George, Kathy
Beigle, Leslie Nelson, Bonny Whiting,
Sally Burgess, Martha Hagler, Julie
Henry, Carol Anderson, Molly Martin, Debbie Seltmann, Cindy Pinnly,
Sue Albertson, Mary Scrim, Jennifer
Hanwood, Vicki Miller, Nancy Harphnm, Lola Bailey, Joanna Graham,
Debe Swank , Julie Krueger, Dee Dee
Watson, Ginny Rooney, Rob Cartwright, Mark Miller, Paul Baxter,
Amy Truex, Walt Huntsman, Donna
Campbell, Renne Welk Karen
Maguire, Cindy Thompson, Katy
Werttemberger, Sue Berni, Marian
Myszkowske, Brian Brouillet, Gregg

Rogers, Steve Budsberg, Bret Pierce,
Russ Greer, Steve Kerr, Ben Sesnon,
Erin Yanagisawa, Cora Clark, Suzanne Greenleaf, Lynda Williamson,
Nancy Martin, Diane Saito, Sherrill
Kelso, Joann Ahnstrom, Julie
Schneider, Lisa Myers, Suzie Sellers,
Kim Gaffett.
And also thanks to anybody whom
we may have negligently left off the
list.
Sincerely yours,
David Johnson
Brian Brouillet
Alicia Schenkel
Fred Grimm

Law students place third
by Brian Jaybush
The
final
statistics
for
last
weekend's Client Counseling competition, hosted by the Law School on
Saturday, March 4 are:
Gonzaga University: team members Sherri Johnson and Craig Campbell; adivsor, left Hartje.
University of Idaho: team members David Nevisn and Brian
Donesly, advisor, Mike Beatty.
University of Montana: team
members Sherry Matteucci and Bob
Bryant, advisor, Jug Wyse.
University of Oregon: team members Janet English-Young and Nan
Waller, advisor: Charles Wilkinson.
University of Puget Sound: team
members Craig Meyers and Steve
Downing, advisors, John Weyer and
Fran Olsen.
University of Washington, team
members Karen Herrin and Linda
Hall; advisor, Rob Aronson
Willamette University: team members: Rochelle Nedeau and Teresa
Dowell, advisor, Dean Richardson.
The results of the final round
were: First place University of
Oregon, second place, University of
Montana, and' third place, University

of Puget Sound. University of Oregon
will advance to National Finals.
Last year, in their first year of participation in the Client Counseling
competition, UPS did not qualify for
the final round, so all concerned expressed "satisfaction" with the
school's improvement in this year's
results, even though UPS didn't win
the regional.
Two other "statistics" which
deserve mention are the final lists of
judges for the competition, ar.d of
those students from the UPS Main
Campus who acted as clients. The
judges, all attorneys from the Puget
Sound area, were: Jack Emery, lack
Wetherall, Max Messman, Sam Pemberton, Carolyn Hayek, Laura Eckert,
David Akana, Carol Hanson, Bill Fitzharris and Marcia Peckham.
Those students who were the clients included Cecil Koontz, Bob
Squires, Pat McCausland, Bob
Bigoloee, Tamara Thorkleson, David
R. Cohn and Dave Haygood These
students were provided for the competition by the Main Campus Communications and Dramatic Arts
Departments.
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SPORTS
Basketball season ends
by Randy Smith
Last Thursday and Friday the
Logger bsketball team was in Northridge, California for the NCAA
Division II Far West Regionals. This
marked the fourth year in a row that
the Loggers have made the trip to the
Regionals. In the first round of the
tournament UPS drew the University
of San Diego, who had defeated the
Loggers earlier in the season in San
Diego.
As he has in the last few games,
Coach Zech started an an senior
team. Throughout the first half the
lead changed hands 10 times as each
team managed to build leads of five
points at one time only to have them
disappear. The score was knotted at
38-38 at halftime and remained close
for the first 10 minutes of the second
half. But with a little less than 10
minutes to play the Toreros suddenly
jumped to a seven point lead. From
that point the Loggers were never
again able to get any closer than
three points as San Diego slowly bult
a lead that was as large as 11 points
with two and a half minutes to play.
But the Loggers were not to be counted out as they were able to pull
within five with a minute to play. But
they never got any closer as the

Toreros were able to stay out of
reach and handed the Loggers a 91-85
loss.
But what the statistics can not
show was the horrendous job that the
officials did. In the game there were
27 fouls whistled against the Loggers
and 13 against USD The Toreros attempted 34 foul shots and the
Loggers attempted six. In talking to
Logger Assistant Coach Dave Lindstrom, he pointed out that both officials were terribly inconsistent. "At
one end of the floor we would get
nicked for a little foul and then we
would go down to the other end and
they would knock one of our players
to the floor and nothing would be
called," commented Lindstrom. But
why would the officials be one-sided?
It could be because one of them is
from Portland and had been reading
about the Portland State game all
week and was expecting something
to happen. Or it could be that the
other worked with the official who
threw Coach Zech out of the Seattle
Universitiy game and was expecting
trouble from UPS. In any case, they
never gave the Loggers a fair chance.
The following night the Loggers
went up against Cal Davis in the consolation round. Because it was their

last game in UPS uniforms, Coach
Zech played his seniors most of the
game. The game was close until halftime as the Loggers led 44-42. But in
the second half UPS came out
steaming as they rolled over Davis
52-31 in the second half and went out
with a 96-73 win. Tim Evans was the
leading scorer in both games as he
pumped in 24 against San Diego and
30 against Cal Davis. Rick Walker
was right behind as he added 19 and
26.
Following the championship game
the tournament awards were presented. Evans was named the tournament Most Valuable Player and he
was joined on the all-tournament
team by Walker.
That's unheard of for a third place
team to have the tournament's MVP"
said Lindstrom. Obviously the tournament committee realized that the
Loggers got the shaft by the officials
and they also recognized the superior
ability of Evans and Walker. It is too
bad that the Loggers Season had to
be ended by two jokers named Ron
Labetich and Jack Alderton. I agree
with Coach Lindstrom when he says
"The best team is not in the Quarterfinals."

RICK WALKER PUTS A MOVE on his man as he heads for the basket. Walker
was voted to the All-Tournament team at the Regionals. It marked the fourth
consecutive year that Walker was selected for the team.

Swimmers to nationals
by Randy Smith
The Conference Swimming Championships were held last weekend at
the University of Oregon. There were
six teams competing in the meet. Of
those six teams, UPS was the only
team that was not a Division I
school. In the final tabulation the
University of Washington swept
away the championship with 1094.5
points. The University of Oregon was
second with 799.5 and UPS was third
with 447, just two points ahead of the
University of Idaho and the University of Montana.
Coach Don Duncan was pleased
with the performance of his swimmers. Eleven swimmers were taken to
the championships, but two of them
were coming off the flu bug that has
bitten the entire campus. "For us to
beat three Division I schools in the
meet is all that I could have expected
from our guys," said Duncan. That is
indeed impressive when you look at
the number of swimmers the larger
schools are able to bring to these
meets.
Now that the regular season is
completed, it comes time for the
Division II Nationals to be held at
Springfield College in Springfield,
Massachusetts on March 16,17,18.
Five Loggers have qualified for the

Nationals. freshman Mark Bolton has
qualified in the 100 and 200
backstroke and the 400 medley relay.
Junior Rus Wiglesworth will be
swimming in the 100 and 200 breast
stroke, the 200 individual medley, the
400 medley relay, the 400 freestyle
relay, and the 800 freestyle relay.
Senior Peter Tonellato has qualified
in the 100 and 200 butterfly, the 400
medley relay, the 400 freestyle relay,
and the 800 freestyle relay. Senior
Dale Ehrenheim will swim in the 400
freestyle relay and the 800 freestyle
relay. Freshman sensation Vic Swanson has run into a peculiar problem.
He has qualified for too many events.
A swimmer may only swim in three
individual events and three relays. He
has qualified in the 50, 100, 200, 500,
1650 freestyle events, the 200 individual medley, the 400 medley
relay, 400 freestyle relay, and the 800
freestyle relay. But since he can only
participate in three individual events,
Coach Duncan says that he will swim
only the 200, 500, and 1650 freestyle
events in addition to the relays.
This year the Loggers have the
fewest number of qualifiers for
Nationals that they have had in quite
a few years. But Coach Duncan feels
there is the possibility of one of the
swimmers bringing home a national
title.

Come Celebrate! ! !
Second Annual
St. Patrick's Day Party
at

Magoo 's Annex
* DRINK A GREEN BEER *
JOE LEONARD PUTS UP A SHOT in a crowd of Portland State players.
the fieldhouse.

The Loggers destroyed the Vikings in

759-6300
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Baseball team
looks strong
By Randy Smith
On February 7 the Logger baseball
team began their workouts for the
upcoming season. Since then they
have played 90 innings in practice
games and Coach Jack McGee, now
in his fourteenth year as head
baseball coach, is very pleased with
what he has seen so far And Coach
McGee has good reason to be
pleased He has a veteran team that
boasts of having six out of eight starters ( not including the pitchers) being
seniors, In addition, three of the pitchers are also seniors. In talking with
Coach McGee he mentioned that five
of the seniors have good chances of
being drafted by professional teams
This year the team will be playing
a 39 game schedule. Of those 39
games, 24 are league games, six are
to be played in the Chico State Tournament, and nine are non-league
matches. The season is slated to get
underway this Saturday when the
Loggers pay a visit to cross-town
rival, Pacific Luterhan University
Following the PLU game the Loggers
hit the road to play at Sacramento
State on March 17, and then got to
the Chico State Tournament on March 19-22,
The baseball program has undergone a few cuts this season. There
was a one-third cut in scholarhsip
money to the program this year But
McGee pointed out that the cut did
not effect the quality of player that
the Loggers have this season. He
pointed out that in past years only
half of the team was receiving fi nau .
cial assistance of any kind. This year
has not been any different as far as
the number of "walk-ons" that have
turned out for the team. When asked
how the cut in the baseball budget

affected the team, Coach McGee
responded, "the guys have a tremendous attitude. They work harder
because they have not got the support they have had in the past."
Despite the fact that the program ha
undergone cuts, the Loggers will continue to pick on the "big boys". Every
team UPS plays this season, with the
exception of Western Washington
University, is a Division I school. In
addition to the 24 league games, the
Loggers will be playing such schools
as the University of Oregon, Oregon
State, Washington State, and other
such teams.
Even though they are to play 39
games, the team members should not
miss that much school. Coach
McGee has scheduled most of the
games to be played on the weekends. "We will be playing a lot of
Saturday and Sunday doubleheaders and only a few mid-week
games this season." remarked
McGee.
Despite the number of trips to
schools that are out of state, the
baseball team does not have a large
budget. This season $7200 has been
alotted to the baseball team. But
McGee is quick to point out that half
of that money is already designated
to go towards paying the umpires. On
an away trip private vehicles are used
and the school picks up the tab for
the gas. Each player receives S5 a day
for meals while on the road. The
remainder goes towards equipment
and uniforms. So despite what many
people think about the baseball
program, they use their money efficiently and carefully. Already they
are digging deep to make ends meet.
Let's hope that the program is not
forced to make further cuts.

COACH ZECH RAISES OBJECTIONS to an official's call in a recent battle with Seattle Pacific University. The Loggers
went on to qualify for the NCAA Far West Regionals.

Men's tennis has depth
Last week the men's tennis team
began their work-outs for the upcoming season. Coach Jim Hovee
feels very good about this year's
team. "We have a lot of returning
varsity players from last year's team
and I am confident that we will have
an excellent season." Hovee commented at the first team practice.
Of the eight varsity lettermen from
last year, six of them return this
season. Hovee is finding it tough to
rank the players on the 10 man squad.
Father this week he had to cut the

**
SIKH
YOU CAN DO IT
PRESS YOUR TOES TO
IMPROVE SNOW CONTACT
Highback boots offer excellent
support when you need to make splitsecond recoveries. However, many
skiers become far too dependent on
them. particularly in moguls.
To reduce dependence on your
highbacks. practice several slow
traverses through a field of moguls.
As you reach the apex of each bump,
begin pressing your toes down on the
snow to maintain skilsnow contact
To get tips back down in the snow

quickly, you'll need to also apply
pressure to the tongues of your
boots, mainly by pushing your knees
and ankles forward.
When you are able to perform this
exercise at slow speeds, pick up the
pace. As speed increases, the immediate ski/snow contact will be
more difficult to attain. Finally, apply
the toes-down approach in turns
through moguls. A word of caution
be sure to push toes down by
pressing forward against the front of
your boots. Don't be tempted to hop
the tails of your skis in order to
establish ski tip contact.
Re "fed with permission of Ski Magatine
n al assistance provided by Professional 5,
tors of America

Stout third
at nationals
This last weekend three Logger
wrestlers were at the University of
Northern Iowa for the NCAA Wrestling
Championships. Frank Girolami
qualified in the 118 pound weight
class, Rick Rakevich was in the 142
pound class, and Bill Stout wrestled
in the unlimited division.
During the season Girolami compiled a 14-11 record on his way to the
NCAA tournament. Rakevich put
together a 18-11-1 record on his way
which included a third place finish in
the Pacific University Tournament
held in December. But the big man
for the Loggers this season, as he has
been in the past, was Bill Stout. This
season Stout put together an impressive 20-0-1 record which included
a first place finish in the University of
Washington tournament also held in
December
When they got to the NCAA Tournament both Girolami and Rakevich
ran into trouble and were defeated in
early rounds. But Stout had better
luck as he won his first three matches
before being defeated by the eventual winner of the tournament. But
Bill came hack with two more victories and finished third in the tournament. In the overall standings, the
I riggers finished a very respectable
eighteenth

team down from 20 players to the

regular 10
The Loggers will open their season
on March 28 against Green River.
Soon after they will play cross-town
rival pacific Lutheran University in a
match that the Loggers have not won
in quite a few years, but are hoping
they can win this year The team is
slated to play 22 matches this season,
several against Division I schools.
Hovee is also very hopeful that one
or two members of this year's team
will qualify for the NCAA Division II
Nationals to be held in San Diego.
Despite the fact that there are six
returning lettermen, five of those
players are yet juniors and will be

around for next year's season also
Combined with its 11-8 record last
season and having a team with much
depth, Coach Hovee feels that this
season could be the best that the
men's tennis team has had in several
years. But unlike the girls, for a
singles player or doubles team to
qualify for a spot in the nationals,
they must win at least 80% of their
matches during the regular season
there is much optimism running
around on the team that this can be
accomplished.
Returning varsity lettermen from
last year's team are: Ben Jones, Randy
Smith, John Jacobson, jack Whittall
and John Shelton, and Tom Parker.

Women's tennis team
stronger than ever
The women's tennis team has been
working out for several weeks. Coach
Dawn Bowman has had her girls out
doing conditioning drills while the
weather was poor and on the courts
whenever they have been dry. Coach
Bowman is very excited about the
upcoming season. "The skill level has
incredibly improved over any
previous women's tennis team here at
UPS," stated Bowman. But this year's
team is young, despite their high skill
level. Of the eight girls on the team,
five of them are freshmen.
Last year the women finished the
season with a 9-7 mark and were
second in the Northern area tourney
This season coach Bowman has approached the season with a different
set of goals for her team She has
scheduled seven of her team's 12
matches against Division I teams.
Coach Bowman explained, "The girls
get nothing out of an easy match
against a weak school. Because our
season rec ord has no effect on
whether or not we get lo regionals,

have scheduled tough matches so
that the girls will be better prepared "
When asked how many matches she
expected the team to win during the
season, Bowman admitted that to
win half of the dual matches would
be about what she expected But
when you go up against teams like
Oregon, Oregon State, Washington .
and Washington State you have got
your hands full
Coach Bowman has set three goals
for the team this season. Last season
the girls heat PLU for the first time
ever and they would like to repeat
that again this year Second, she
thinks that winning the small college
regionals is quite possible And
finally, she would like to see two
singles players and a doubles team
qualify for Nationals
Team members in order of their
presen ranking on the team are: Mari
Huseth (team captain), Le net Larmore, Karen Morris, I isa Keylor.
Marion Latta, Michelle Prince,
Carolyn Hinckley. and Iit)bs Muller
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"Pure Mania"

Punk Rock soars in the
new Vibrators album

MOVE YOUR BOD-Boogie down to the upbeat tempos of Epicentre on Tuesday March 14, 9 p.m. in the Great Hall.

Alpha Psi Omega presents
Student directed one-acts
by Laurie Sardinia
Two one- act comedies by Murray
Schisgal, The Basement and The
Tiger, will be performed in the Inside
Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday, March 15 and 16 at 8 p.m. The
Basement is directed by UPS student
Madge Montgomery. It is "a play
about a man who creates a career out
of futility," according to Montgomery. It revolves around an exjunior high school teacher, who,
despite disapproving family members,
has rejected his middle class life to
work on a bizarre, and perhaps futile,
scientific experiment.
The cast is an experienced group
who most recently worked in the
Winterim one-act productions.
Robert Peart is performing in the role
of Leox. Talented in acting, as
displayed in his recent role of Algernon in The Importance of Being Ernest,
Peart is also the set designer for The

Basement.
Glenna Erickson as Minna, his
wife, has had directing and acting
experience. Her most recent role was
Molly Kate in Sherlock Holmes.
David R Cohen is the eccentric exschoolteacher, Zach.
This is Montgomery's first directing
experience, but she has proved herself several times as an actress in the
Inside Theatre productions of

Elephant ( all, Kenned 's Children

and The Maids. She explained that:
directing these plays fulfills one of
her major requirements in the theatre
and also are an alternative to the
major productions put on five times a
year by the Theatre department. She
added that there is "a chance to experiment," something not always
possible in the larger productions.
"The actors main challenge in the
Basement is to make the character
real and believable without losing
sight of the absurdity and humor
inherent in the play.
The companion piece to The
deals with the
relationship of two frustrated urbanites who are thrown together by a
kidnapping plot. According to director Nora Douglass, "with The Tiger, he
(Schisgal) plays around with our ideas
of what things should he like."
Douglass, whose most recent accomplishment was the directorship
of Brecht's The Elephant Calf and The
Informer, is working with an experienced cast.
Jerry Hooker as Ben has been
involved with several Inside Theatre
productions as an actor, scene
designer, and director. This season
he directed Chekov's The Boor and
designed the sets for the Inside
Theatre productions of The Caretaker
and Juno and the Paycock. Hooker
has also desi ned sets for the

Basement, The Tiger,

Tacoma Little Theatre and is an
amateur cinematographer with
several animated and live films under
his belt.
Hilary Benson, Gloria, has directed
and performed in three Inside
Theatre productions.
"The characters could be in
despair, but Schisgal pokes fun at
them he never lets the characters
indulge in self pity," is the way
Douglass describes the players. "He
likes to take real people and put
them in absurd situations ... Ben is
very frustrated. He kidnaps a woman
off the street in a desperate attempt
to communicate."
About the productions of the
plays, Douglass said that "we're
trying to get some student produced,
student inititiated, student involved,
different kinds of plays and involve
more people." She is looking at different kinds of theatre, such as
readers theatre, for production later
this semester, next year and independently.
The one-acts are produced by the
honorary theatrical frater^!*- Alpha
Psi Omega. Tickets are 50c at the
door.
"Schisgal ... doesn't let us take
ourselves too seriously," concluded
Douglass.

by Jim Denno
This time, with sincere apologies to
Dr. Rogers, I shall do my bit for punk
rock. I hadn't actually planned it this
way.lt seemed logical to me to review
the new Jefferson Starship album,
since the hitmakers finally released it
last week, but it stinks. I listened to it
again and again attempting to grasp
the musical value that I assumed was
soaring over my head but I keep
returning to the same description-the
album stinks, pure and simple.
Pure Mania is not an accurate title
for the new Vibrators release. So who
said titles are supposed to be accurate? Not I, however the music on
this album is more than mania. Sure
songs like '" Petrol" and "No Heart" '
could be called manic and "Wrecked
on You" will change your pulse rate
after two listenings, but there is good
music here which is more than the
plummenting Starship can boast.
Obviously you'll have to appreciate
hard rock before you can listen to the
Vibrators but if you like Aerosmith
or Rush you should have no trouble
with these guys.
Side one has most of the musical
highlights. The first cut, "Into the
Future," is rock and roll at its best.
Unlike lots of punk bands the
Vibrators have not exactly ruled out
future existence. I mean, they are actually singing lines like "there's gonna be a new world," and "I wanna be
a rich man" (spit on 'em Johnny Rotten) ! "Sweet Sweet Heart" is even
nostalgic. Nostalgic punk? You know,
things used to be great but now
they're **0.4%/ii! "Keep it Clean,"

my favorite, has a nice overdubbed
guitar rhythm in the background for
spice - very tastefully done (Sorry
Vibrators. I meant to say It was
tastelessly done Don't want to anger,
You with complements.). -"Baby
Baby" is probably the strongest, best
arranged song on the album. This
classic won'tcha-be-my-girl song is
equipped with a superb lead break
and. at 3:40, it's the longest cut on the
album. Then there's "Yeah, Yeah,
Yeah." What can you say about one
minute and seventeen seconds worth
of the same three chords? The hand
sums it up fairly well by rasping out a
chorus (or two, or three...) of "honey
honey that hurts."
The highlights of side two are
mainly in the song titles: "Whips and
Furs", "Stiff Little Fingers," "I Need A
Slave." "Bad Time," which begins
with the rhythm guitar sounding more
like a blender full of ice cubes at high
speed, contains more blazing guitar
work. Craig Chaquico should be
ashamed. The vocals, on the other
hand are lousy (take heart Gracie).
Three members of the band "sing"
throughout the album but there are
no harmonies-all is unison. Ah, give
them that.
•
I do promise the rocker
that there is good music on this
record. Great photos, too. One of the
band members actually sports a
scarf, leopard skin pants and red
wrestling shoes. I don't however,
know what to say about the fullsized
battery operated, promotional
vibrator that CBS records sent to
KUPS.

N.W. guitarist
performs at UPS
Guitar music spanning five centuries will be performed when the
University of Puget Sound School of
Music presents Douglas Rice,
classical guitarist, in recital Sunday,
March 12 on the UPS campus.
A talented and versatile musician,
Mr. Rice is well-known as an outstanding Northwest performer and
recitalist. In addition to his many
solo appearances, he teaches
privately, conducts workshops, and is
an affiliate faculty member of
several area colleges and universities,
including UPS. In recent years he has
been founder and executive director
of the Guitar Conservatory of Puget

Sound, and is also active as a
published composer.
The March 12 program will include
music by Bach, Mendelssohn, VillaLobos, Luis Milan, Luys de Narvaez,
Fernando Sor, Francisco Tarrega, and
Lockrem Johnson. Mr. Rice will also
play one of his own compositions,

Divertimento No. 1 (Ten Episodes).
Written in 1972, the ten pieces, each
very different in character, exploit
the full range of expressive effects
possible on the guitar.
The recital, which will be held at 4
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall of the
Music Building, is free and the public
is cordially invited to attend

Create-A-Cover
for Crosscurrents
CROSSCURRENTS 1978 is now acart and written work for
spring publication. The deadline is
March 14.
Art work should he no larger than
18 x 24; this applies to photography
as well No color work will be printed
nor any charcoal work Three-color
work can be submitted for the cover
design which must include the words:
CROSSCURRENTS 1978 There will be
a monetary prize for The cover design
selected as well as all artwork.
Written work being accepted for
cepting

CHIEF INSPECTOR IACQUES CLOUSOEAln Peter 'N(41ersi, (ii,guiwd as a
mountain climber, hides in a trash can to evade the guards, while attempting to
steal into a castle, in "The Pink Panther Strikes Again." The movie will be
presented by Campus Flicks March 10, 11 and 12 in Mcl 006, at 6:30 p.m. and 9
p.m., on Friday and Saturday and at 6 p.m. on Sunday. Cost is 25c with an ASB
card.

short stories,
publication include:
critical essays, translations, letters
All work must be
and poetry.
typewritten.
Work can be submitted to the
English department, the Art deparment, room 212 in the SUB or mailed
to 3310 N. 10th, 98406 Please include name, address, and telephone
number.
If there are any additional
questions please call Wendi at 7525026 or at x3367.

IT'S
OMING
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Stagecoach

Children's programs need artists The Film Tour presents

The Tacoma-Pierce County Civic rormation call Victoria Hamilton,
Arts Commission is seeking ;93-4754.
•••
professional artists to conduct
The Washington State Arts Comchildren's summer workshops in performing and visual arts Artists in the mission is accepting applications
areas of visual, performing and from artists and potential sponsors
for the statewide Artists-in-Schools
literary arts will be considered.
Priority will be given to those with a program.
The program places artists in
background in instruction and
public schools and other qualifying
training.
The workshops will be open to institutions to work in a variety of arts
children between the ages of ten and activities with students as well as
twelve. There will be approximately teachers and school administrators.
Art projects may include dance,
twenty days of instruction and four
days of orientation beginning in June. film and video, visual arts and crafts,
Send a resume to : Tacoma-Pierce folk art, music composition, poetry
County Civic Arts Commission, 740 and creative writing and theatre.
In addition, the Arts Commission
St. Helens Ave., Room 1315, Tacoma,
Washington, 98402. The deadline for cooperates with the Cultural Enrichresumes is March 24. For further in- ment Program of the Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction
in sponsoring a "visiting artists"
program in which visual artists visit a
circuit of schools in rural areas.
Artists-in-Schools is funded by a
grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts, and administered by the
State Arts Commission. School
districts and othere eligible sponsors
provide matching funds support.
New artist and sponsor guidelines
for the 1978-79 academic year are
available from the Washington State
Arts Commission, ATTN: Artists-inSchools, Olympia, 98504, (206) 7533860.
Application deadline for sponsors
and artists is March 31.

Ford's classic Western,
John
Stagecoach, starring John Wayne,
will be at the Lakewood Theatre,
Monday evening, March 13 as part
of The Film Tour. Show time will be
7:15 and 9:15 p.m. Tickets are 52 at
the door. There will be a free senior
citizen matinee at 2 p.m. that same
day.
Filmed in 1939, Stagecoach is considered a forerunner of the modern
Stagecoach was shot in
Western.
Monument Valley, a spectacular area
of red sandstone buttes, mesas and
arches that spread through northeast
Arizona and southeastern Utah.
The Film Tour, •co- sponsored, by
the Tacoma-Pierce County Civic Arts

Commission, the Arts Advisory Foundation of Pierce County and the
Western States Arts Foundation,
opened here in January. Tacoma was
one of ten communities in five
western states which had the opportunity to view film classics from the
silent era, modern times and outstanding examples of foreign films
through this experimental film
project.
The remainder of the series will in•
clude:
David Lean's Great Expectations,
March 27.
Charles Chaplin's The Gold Rush
plus The Fatal Glass of Beer, April 24.

KUPS Schedule
Monday, March 13.
7 a.m.: Light rock; 9 a m.. Rock & Jazz; 11 a.m.: International Programming; 1 p.m.: Country rock & roll; 3 p.m.: Mellow & hard rock; 6 p.m.: News
& sports; 6:45 p.m.: Jazz; 10 p.m.: Sports Wrap-up; 10:15 p.m.: Jazz.
Tuesday, March 14
7 a.m: Light rock; 9 a.m.: Rock; 12 noon: Jazz; 3 p.m.: Rock & Jazz; 6
p m.: News & Sports; 6:45 p.m.: Science program; 7 p.m.: Medium-hard rock;
9 p m • Rock & Roll; 10 p.m.: Sports Wrap-up; 10:15 p.m.: Rock & Roll.
Wednesday, March 15
7 a.m.: Light rock; 9 a.m.: Folk-rock; 11 a.m.: Lecture Series; 1 p.m.: Popjazz; 3 p.m.: Contemporary rock; 6 p.m.: News & Sports; 6:45 p.m.: Funk; 9
p.m.: Jazz; 10 p.m.: Sports Wrap-up; 10:15 p.m.: Jazz.
Thursday, March 16
7 a.m.: Light rock; 9 a.m.: Jazz; 12 noon: Rock; 3 p.m.: Progressive rock;
6 p.m.: News & Sports; 6:45p.m.: Science Program; 7 p m.: Rock; 9 p.m.:
Progressive rock; 10 p.m.: Sports Wrap-up; 10:15 p.m Progressive rock.
Friday, March 17
7 a.m.: Light rock; 9 a.m.: Rock & Jazz; 11 a.m.: American Anthology
p.m.: Rock & Jazz; 6 p.m.: News & Sports; 6:45 p.m.:
Series; 1 p.m : I .zz;
Rock & Roll - Country Rock; 10 p.m.: Rock.
Saturday, March 18
9 a.m.: Disco; 11 a.m.: Jazz, 1p.m . Lecture Series; 3 p.m.: Light Country
Rock; 5:45 p.m.: Weekend News; 6 p m.: Rock; 10 p.m.: Rock.
Sunday, March 19
9 a.m.: Jazz; 12 noon: Jazz Potpourri; 3 p.m: Soft Rock; 5:45 p.m.:
Weekend News; 6 p.m.: Telephone Talk Show; 7 p.m.: Sports; 7:15 p.m.:
Rock; 9:30 p.m.: Light Rock.
Specials
Saturday, March 11: 1 p.m.: Angela Davis at UPS.
Sunday, March 12: 6 p.m.: Hotline. Call x3276 and talk on the air to our
guests.
Monday'', March 13: 11 a.m.: International Programs.
Tuesday, March 14: 6:45p.m.: National Oceanic & Space Administration
presents "The 200 mile limit, will it work?"
Wednesday, March 15: 11 a.m.: "Dick Gregory at UPS"
Thursday, March 16: 6:45 p.m.: National Center for Resource Recovery
presents: "Waste Not."
Friday, March 17: 11 a.m.: "American Anthology Series"

Edward Sefarian, Mark Taslitt, and Daniel Lynch.

Spring Concert to feature
renowned UPS musicians
1 he music of Beethoven, Schubert,
and Ernest Bloch will be featured
when the University of Puget Sound
FacOlty Trio presents its Spring Con-

Spend an evening with

BILL
COSBY
*
*** ******
April 21, 8 p.m.
UPS Fieldhouse
Tickets at the Infocenter
Daily, Noon-4 p.m.
$4.50 w/ASBCard $6.00 General
Don't be left out! Buy yours before Spring,break

cert on Friday, March 10, at 8.15 p.m.
in Jacobsen Recital Hall of the UPS
Music Building.
The trio is made up of three outstanding musicians - violinist Edward
Sefarian, cellist Daniel Lynch, and
pianist Marc Taslitt.
Edward Seferian, who began
studying the violin at the age of five
and who is a former scholarship
student of Julliard School of Music,
has performed recitals in New York,
Washington D C., Cleveland, Seattle,
and other cities throughout the
United States. He is perhaps best
known to Tacoma audiences as the
onductor and director of the
Tacoma Symphony, and is reponsible
for the inauguration of the unprecedented policy of complimentary concerts with internationally
renowned guest artists as soloists.
A former student of Pablo Casals,
Daniel Lynch is well known as a
teacher and solo performer. He
came to UPS after twelve years as
principal cellist with the Dallas Symphony and three years on the WSU
music faculty. In addition to
teaching private students, Mr. Lynch
is the principal 'cellist for the
Tacoma Symphony, and is the director of the UPS Chamber Orchestra.

4

The newest member of the trio is
Marc Taslitt, a former student of
world famous pianist and pedagogue
Arthur Loesser, and Beaux Arts
Trio pianist Menahem Pressler. Mr.
Taslitt has performed extensively in
the past several years, including an
appearance at the 1974 Marlboro
Music Festival in Vermont, at the invitation of Rudolf Serkin, He is very
involved in presenting and promoting
chamber music, for which he has a
great love
The program will include Betthoven's Trio in C minor, op. 1, no. 3,
Ernest Bloch's Three Nocturnes for
Violin, 'Cello and Piano,
and
Schubert's Trio in E-flat major, op.
100. The public is welcome to attend
this complimentary concert.

Teachings of Bubba
A one hour presentation, which
serves as a basic introduction to the
Life and Spiritual Teaching of Bubba
Free John, the Western Spiritual
Master, will be given on March 30, at
8 p m. at the Friends Center and
University Friends Meeting, 4001 9th
Street N.E., Seattle, Washington.
T here is a 4.3 donation.
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Unclassified

Campus interview

Activities
calendar

A representative from Prudential
Insurance COmpany will be on campus Tuesday, April 4, 1978 to interview seniors interested in sales
management trainee positions. Signups ore now available in the office of
Academic Advising, Career Planning,
and Placement, Library 225.

:riday, March 10Cof fee house/Open mike at Todd Hall, 9 p.m.
Campus films presents Pink Panther Strikes Again, Mc I 006, 6:30 & 9 p.m., 2
with ASB.
UPS faculty trio spring concert, 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen Recital Hall
Inside Theatre - The Caretaker, 8 p.m., $3 general admission, $2 students.
Midnight movie. Monster on Campus.

Internship offered
WICHE Resources Development Internship Program applications are
currently available in the office of
Academic Advising, Career Planning
and Placement, Library 225. This
program is open to seniors and/or
graduate students.

Saturday, March 11The Caretaker, 8 p.m.

Workshop held

Pink Panther Stirkes Again, 6:30 & 9 p.m
Bill Cosby tickets are on sale daily in the info booth from 12-4 p.m.
Women's Studies Workshop, films, panels, group discussions & speak
a.m - 4 p.m , Howarth 201 and 202.
Sunday, March 12Pink Panther Stikes Again, 6 p.m.
Douglas Rice classical guitarist will give a concert at 4 p.m., Jacobson R
tal Hall.
Monday, March 13Regester Lecture featuring Del Langbauer, 8 p.m., Kilworth Chapel.
Political Sc ience flick, Burn, 8 p.m., Mc I 006
Tuesday, March 14Cellar X: poetry by Jody Aliesan
Dance with Epicentre, 9 p.m., Great Hall, 25c with ASB.
Campus films presents Casablanca, 6:30 & 9 p.m., Mc? 006, 25c with ASB.
Wednesday, March 15Wilderness House planning spring vacation bike tour, SUB lounge, 630 p.
Cellar X: Carlton Ball, internationally renowned potter, will hold a mini
workshop, 7 p.m .
Inside Theatre, The Tiger & The Basement, 8 p.m.
Thursday, March 16-

The Tiger & The Basement. 8 p.m

A Women's Studies Workshop,
"With All Due Respect Body, Self,
and American Cutlure" will be held
Saturday, March 11, from 10 a.m. - 4
p.m., in Howarth 201-202. The
schedule for the workshop is as
follows:
10-11 a.m. - Panel discussion on
sexuality, myths and realities
11 a.m. - 12 noon - Slide show on
women as depicted in the media,
"If we've come such a long way,
why do you call us Baby?"
Discussion follows.
12 noon - 1 p.m. - Bag Lunch. Coffee
and tea available.
1-2 p.m. - Film on women's health
care, Taking Our Bodies Back. Rap
session with Claire Stevens,
Women's Health Care Specialist at
Planned Parenthood in Tacoma.
2-4 p.m. - Mini-workshop: Body
Image and Values Clarification,
conducted by Terri Milne and Lyn
Simpkins, Counseling Center, UPS.
2-4 p.m. - Film: Home Born Baby.

Christian summer camp needs coun
selors; unit leaders; bike and canoe
trip leaders; Arts & Crafts, Transportation and pool directors. Application deadline March 15. Write:
Diocese of Olympia; Camp Registrar;
Box 12126; Seattle, WA 98112

APARTMENT FOR RENT STUDENT
Polynesia
DISCOUNT. At the
Village. $50.00 off deposit plus
reduced rental agreement period.
Fantastic recreational facilities: indoor swimming pool, sauna, indoor
basketball court, handball courts,
exercise room, boxing workout room,
pinball, foosball, ping pong, pool
tables, tennis courts and full time
recreational director. Rents from
$150 - co-signers accepted. 752777 9, 6th & Pearl
WANTED: Babysitter $1.50 per hour
Two children - 19 mo. and 7 mo. One
5 hr. day every other week, hrs.
flexible with your schedule. Home
near UPS - you provide your own
transportation. 752-3967

House for rent: 1/2-mile from campus. Clean, attractive 2-bedroom
with detached garage. Oven and
refrigerator included. $235 per month. Contact Sandy or Bob Waldo
Ext. 3153 or 383-5209.

igioammIS
3113-4730
2618 bth Avows

Tacoma, Wadvingler

Clinkerdagger,
WANTED'
'HELP
i3ickerstaff, and Pett's Public House
is looking for quality employees. Interviews Tuesdays from t to 5.
Addressers Wanted Immediately!
Work at home - no experience
necessary - excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350 Park Lane,
Suite 269, Dallas, TX, 75231.
UPS LAW STUDENTS Come live :A
Lively Oaks Apartments. 7 minute
from campus. Beautiful grounds.
loads of recreational facilities
security guards and plenty to do, witl,
full time recreational directoi .
Students get $50 off deposit. Rent
from $155. 584-9300. Located jus'
behind Thunderbird Shopping Cente
at Steilacoom Blvd. and 83 Ave, SW
Kid' ..n,4 nets ok.
Piano tuning & repair. Reasonable
rates & quick service. David Slade,
Thompson #347 or leave note in Bio
office

wmpumeromppoppoup
WORLD UNITY
THE RAHA I L
PERSPECTIVE
Unity of Mankind, Universal
Peace, Justice and Education.
Oneness of God, Love d
Humanity, and Conunott
Origin of Religions.
'Interested? Contact UPS
'i Club. 564 1844 or
473 1525. Look fat weekly
pflbeettngs_trISUB.
-

-

When you come back from Spring Break
be prepared for...

FOOLISH
PLEASURES
Celebrate April Fools Day in the SUB
Saturday, April 1, 8 p.m.
8-9 &10:30 - 11:30

10 - 12

9-10

KUPS-FM will announce

Campus Films presents
the World Premiere of

The Cellar

Catch the "fever" at the

the winners of

"Foolish Pleasures"

has free doughnuts,
free entertainment...

COUNTDOWN DISCO

THE DR. PHIBBS
LOOK-ALIKE CONTEST

With all of U(P)S in the
movies. Living groups in
Living Color!

and

'NAME THAT TUNE"

Dance contests with cash prizes!
All to your selected songs!
plus

and win a prize every time!

Presented by Student Programs

DURING THE DANCE.
Judges are: Dr. Phibbs
Fred Grimm
Carl Assam
Dr. Clifford
Enter and you may win!

